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Economic standard disclosures 
(GRI 200)
The locations of Boliden’s operations are determined by the localisation of mineral resources 
and the ability to explore and expand operations in connection with them. Good community 
relations and mutual understanding are a prerequisite for Boliden’s business success and to 
enable the business to grow. Boliden also contributes to long-term economic growth by provid-
ing metals that are important for society’s industrialisation and development.

Financial targets

Return on investments The return on investments shall be a minimum of 10% (NPV)

Net debt/equity ratio The net debt/equity ratio in an economic upturn shall be no higher than 20%

Dividend The dividend shall correspond to one third of the net profit

(Base year 2012)
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●

Return on investments
The return on investments shall be a  
minimum of 10% (NPV) 

●	Capital employed

 Return on investments 

 Target

Results 2017 
The return on capital employed totalled 21% (15). 
The average per annum during the period from 
2013 to 2017 has been 12%. Any investments 
made shall demonstrate a high return and shall be 
made in line with both Boliden’s strategy and availa-
ble resources. The projects’ internal interest rates 
shall be higher than Boliden’s weighted capital cost 
(WACC), adjusted for a risk premium.

Comments
The WACC before tax is nominally set at 12%, which 
corresponds to 10% in real terms. Calculations for 
major and long-term projects are normally conduc-
ted in real terms. They are based on forecast inte-
rest rates, metal prices, exchange rates, inflation 
and other relevant assumptions drawn from internal 
analyses and external assessments.

Net debt/equity ratio
The net debt/equity ratio in an economic  
upturn shall be approximately 20% 

●	Net debt

 Net debt/equity ratio 

 Target

● Results 2017 
The net debt/equity ratio at the end of 2017 was
11% (32). The decrease since 2016 was due
to loan amortisation during the period that was
enabled by the profit and cash flow for the year.

Comments
The net debt/equity ratio in an economic upturn 
shall be no higher than 20 per cent. The aim is to 
maintain a reasonable financial ability to act in a 
recession.

Dividend
The dividend shall correspond to one third  
of the net profit 
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●	Dividend

 Dividend share 

 Target

● Results 2017 
The proposed ordinary dividend is SEK 8.25
(5.25) per share, corresponding to 32.9% (33.9)
of the net profit for the year. In addition, an extra
payment of SEK 5.75 per share, in the form of an
automatic share redemption procedure, has been
proposed. The ordinary dividend share during the
period from 2013 to 2017 was 33.4% of the
aggregate net profit for the period.

Comments
Boliden’s dividend policy states that the dividend 
shall correspond to approximately one third of 
the net profit.

Financial Performance 2017
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The economic topics identified as material to Boliden are econom-
ic performance, market presence, indirect economic impact, anti- 
corruption, and anti-competitive behaviour. All of these topics are 
closely linked to Boliden’s overall performance. They are both the 
result of, and a precondition for trust from the local communities 
where Boliden operates. By taking these topics into account and 
performing well in respect of them, Boliden maintains its licence 
to operate and the ability to develop the business. 

Economic performance
Economic performance is material, because Boliden contributes 
to the welfare in the society through generation and distribution 
of economic value e.g. by paying wages, taxes, interest rates, and 
dividends. These impacts occur in the whole extent of Boliden’s 
value chain, and affect several stakeholder groups, and all Boliden 
sites. 

Boliden’s contribution to the community is multi-faceted and 
includes investing in education and engaging with students, nur-
turing competence, and enabling conversion from one occupation 
to another to make people employable; sponsoring local organ-
isations; making investments that benefit the company and the 
community, etc. These are matters that support job creation and 
strengthen rural communities’ contribution to national economic 
stability. Looking back, one of the Group’s focus areas has been to 
generate a positive economic impact on the local community.

Several of Boliden’s most important locations and locations 
where major investments have been made are regions where 
growth injections are needed. Boliden is aware of the company’s 
role and significance as what is often the biggest employer in the 
community and a generator of positive trickle-down effects, such 
as tax income to finance public services, and as a foundation for 
a private service sector. This brings both privileges and responsi-
bilities.

Salaries are an important part of the economic compensation 
to the community. In general, the entry-level wages for employees 
are set higher than the minimum wage, and average salaries and 
wages are often higher than the national industrial average. For 
blue-collar employees, there is an entry-level wage stated within 
the local salary agreements that is used for new employees.  For 
white-collar employees hired directly out of universities, Boliden 
applies entry-level wages, depending on the level of education 
needed for different jobs.

Social impact assessments are conducted in order to assess the 
consequences for the local community, both in connection with 
expansions of and other significant changes to operations, and in 
conjunction with the closure of operations.

Please see the Annual Report to learn more about the ways in 
which Boliden manages, follows up on, and monitors its perfor-
mance in relation to these aspects.

Market presence
Market presence is material, because the majority of Boliden’s 
employees live in the vicinity of the workplace and the company 
has a considerable impact on local employment levels, trade, and 
industry by generating purchasing power and providing a critical 
base for social services. This effect is most apparent in connection 
with mines and smelters, our major operational sites.

Indirect economic impact
Boliden’s operations affect and touch the lives of many people – 
sometimes entire communities. Value creation depends on the 
ability to show consideration for people, society, and the environ-
ment throughout the value chain. Boliden aims to make a positive 
contribution to the development of communities, regions, and 
countries in which they operate.

Boliden currently operates in countries where the infrastruc-
ture is well developed and the need for Boliden to contribute to 
society by directly investing in and developing infrastructure and 
social services is limited.

Boliden is, however, often one of the bigger companies in the 
local area, paying taxes in the areas in which Boliden operates, 
and its contribution can, therefore, be considered significant.

Anti-corruption
Boliden’s Code of Conduct provides a non-exhaustive framework 
for what Boliden considers to be responsible conduct.

Our employees should always strive to exercise good judge-
ment, care, and due consideration in their work for Boliden.

The Code of Conduct applies to all employees in all countries 
and subsidiaries throughout the Group and to the members of the 
Board of Directors of Boliden AB.

Anti-competitive behaviour 
Employees and Board members shall comply with applicable 
anti-trust and competition laws, Boliden’s Code of Conduct, and 
Boliden’s competition policy and guidelines sharing, discussing 
or disclosing information which may be sensitive from competi-
tion aspects is prohibited.
 

201–103 Management Approach – Economic 
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 201–2    Financial implications and other risks and  
opportunities in the organisation’s activities  
due to climate change

Boliden is impacted by the effects of climate change, and the 
effects are both physical and financial. The stress that heavy rain 
puts on Boliden’s water management systems is one example of 
a physical implication. Over the past years, heavy rains have led 
to capacity investments by Boliden in order to comply with the 
limits stipulated in relevant permits and to achieve the Group 
target of reducing discharges to water. 

Metals production is a very energy-intensive process that gener-
ates both direct and indirect carbon dioxide emissions. Boliden’s 
direct carbon dioxide emissions primarily arise from the met-
allurgical processes, transportation, and heating requirements. 
The indirect carbon dioxide emissions derive from purchased 
electricity. To address the climate change issue, Boliden takes part 
in development projects focusing on, for example, improving heat 
recovery, the further electrification of transports, and trials in-
volving replacing fossil fuels with biofuels in process applications.

All of Boliden’s smelter operations (Odda, Bergsöe, Rönn-
skär, Kokkola and Harjavalta) have been fully exposed to ETS, 
the European Emission Trading Scheme, since 2013. The ETS 
is a strong strategic challenge for Boliden, entailing not only 
calculating the costs that may be entailed in future purchases of 
emission allowances, but also working on opportunities to reduce 
emissions, given the production levels and available technology. 
The allocated emissions allowances for Boliden’s smelters for the 
period 2013–2020 total 3.9 Mtonnes, which is in line with the 
direct emissions forecast. The rules for emissions trading, and the 
financial implications for Boliden after 2020, are uncertain. 

In 2013, the Group management formulated new targets for 
the stabilisation of Boliden’s carbon dioxide emissions until 2018. 
This target, expressed as intensity (tonne CO₂/tonne metal), is 
together with internal carbon budget pricing, a basis for evaluat-
ing investments and mitigation opportunities.

 

Material Topic: Economic Performance

 201–1   Direct economic value generated and distributed
Net sales in 2017 totalled SEK 49,531 million (40,316). Boliden 
has developed the description of the company’s value creation and 
has therefore redefined some of the economic indicators com-
pared to previous GRI reports. All of the indicators are reported 
with two comparative years. Boliden also reports revenues and 
operating profit per Business Unit and country-by-country tax 
payments in the Annual Report.
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Component, SEK m Where the impact occurs 2015 2016 2017 Comment

Direct economic value generated

a) Revenues From customers 40,242 40,316 49,531 Net sales plus revenues from 
financial investments and sales 
of assets.

Economic value distributed

b) Purchasing To suppliers –33,304 –30,340 –36,644 Payments for materials, energy, 
machines, other components, 
and services purchased.

c) Employee wages  
and benefits 

To employees –3,480 –3,925 –4,532 Total payroll and benefits incl. 
employee taxes and funds on 
behalf of employees.

d) Payments to providers  
of capital 

To shareholders, banks,  
and institutions

–1,127 –1,747 –4,111 Dividends to shareholders and 
interest payed to providers of 
loans.

e) Payment to government To society –715 –1,135 –1,881 Gross taxes.

Economic value retained

f) Retained earnings Shareholders 1,677 1,688 –3,480 Reinvestments or reserves.
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 203–2    Significant indirect economic impact,  
including the extent of impacts

Boliden’s mining and smelting operations are often of considera-
ble importance in terms of employment in the local community, 
making Boliden an important local stakeholder. The Group’s op-
erations have not only a substantial impact on job opportunities 
but also affect suppliers’ purchasing power elsewhere in the local 
business sector, which, in the long term, impacts the development 
of the communities’ service sectors. 

In 2017, Boliden commissioned EY to review its economic con-
tributions to the economy in the four countries with mining and 

Material Topic: Market Presence

Material Topic: Indirect Economic Impacts

smelting operations. The analysis is based on Boliden’s financial 
data, purchasing pattern and publicly available statistics. The 
acquired Kevitsa operation has been included in the assessment. 
The results show that Boliden’s activities support the creation 
of 30,000 jobs, in Sweden (15,800), Finland (10,900), Norway 
(1,500), and Ireland (1,800). These are direct jobs (5,650), those 
indirectly supported through subcontractors and suppliers 
(10,735), or those supported through the induced effect of the 
employees’ expenditure (11,400). The average amount of jobs cre-
ated per Boliden employee is 4.3 and as a consequence, Boliden 
also contributes to the public finances both through direct taxes 
and through the taxes paid by suppliers and customers. In our 
most recent calculation, based on the preliminary 2017 financial 
results, Boliden’s total contribution to public finances through 
taxes in Sweden, Finland, Norway, and Ireland is estimated at 
SEK 14,000 million.

Compared to earlier assessments based on the 2016 results, job 
creation has increased from 25,300 jobs to 30,000 jobs in 2017. 
The job creation variations between the units can to some extent 
be explained by the ongoing investment programmes. 

Boliden participates in the development of education for future 
engineers within the mining and metals industry. 

The Group’s operations not only impact the local communities 
at large: employees, shareholders, customers, and suppliers all 
depend on Boliden’s profitability by improving this aspect of the 
operations even further, Boliden will be able to continue making 
a positive economic and social contribution to the development of 
these communities and their society.

 202–2    Proportion of senior management hired from  
the local community

Boliden reports this indicator for each Business Unit which cor-
responds to significant locations of operation. Senior managers 

2015 2016 2017

Operation
Senior Managers 

on site
Hired from local 

community %
Senior Managers 

on site
Hired from local 

community %
Senior Managers 

on site
Hired from local 

community %

Aitik 10 90 11 100 9 100

Boliden Area 10 100 7 100 8 100

Garpenberg 5 100 5 100 5 100

Tara 7 86 7 86 7 100

Kylylahti 8 75 8 88 7 100

Kevitsa – – 10 100 8 88

Rönnskär 7 86 7 86 7 100

Bergsöe 6 100 6 100 6 100

Odda 5 100 5 100 5 100

Kokkola 6 100 6 100 7 100

Harjavalta 6 100 6 100 8 100

Total in Group 70 92,9 78 96,2 77 98,6

are defined as managers involved in the local management team. 
Managers are deemed to be hired from the local community if 
they are permanently resident in the geographical vicinity of their 
place of work (i.e. not commuting from other regions).

no of FTE
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 205–1   Operations assessed for risks related to corruption
Business ethics are covered in Boliden’s Code of Conduct. In ad-
dition hereto, corruption and conflicts of interests are addressed 
in Boliden’s anti-corruption policy and guidelines. These govern-
ing documents set out appropriate measures to prevent corruptive 
behaviour and improper influencing. The documents are based 
on Group wide risk assessment surveys in order to be appropriate 
for business carried out,in paticular within procurement, and to 
address and mitigate any risk factors. 

 205–2    Communication and training in anti-corruption 
policies and procedures

Boliden’s line managers are responsible for making the Code of 
Conduct, the Anti Corruption, and competition policy known, 
promoting and monitoring compliance within their respective 
organizations and to their respective counterparties. All managers 
and other employees, whose work involves more regular external 
contacts with business partners, in particular with competitors, 
suppliers, customers, or agents, are subject to anti-corruption and 
competition training appropriate for their area of responsibility, 
starting with the Management Development Programme – a 
training programme for Boliden’s top 130 managers, including 

 206–1    Legal actions for anti-competitive behaviour,  
anti-trust, and monopoly practicies

Boliden has zero tolerance for corruption and unfair competition. 
In accordance herewith, Boliden has adopted an anti-competi-
tion policy and guidelines and has held several face-to-face and 
e-learning training sessions, together with external suppliers of 
these services. A three-year, three-part e-learning session has 
been two-thirds completed, with the last remaining session to 
be conducted during the first quarter of 2018. These trainings 
are targeted to a selected group of employees, normally dealing 
with or having contact with potential competitors. Boliden 

Material Topic: Anti-Corruption

Material Topic: Anti-competitive behaviour 

top management. All white-collar employees must carry out 
mandatory e-learning training sessions from time to time in the 
fields of anti-corruption and anti-bribery. The learning courses 
are normally offered in Swedish, Norwegian, Finnish, and Eng-
lish, depending on where the participants are based. During 2017, 
Boliden has updated its anti corruption policy and guidelines in 
order to make them even more user friendly. The launch of the 
new policy which is subject to board approval, is planned to the 
beginning of 2018, with renewed training sessions and e-learning 
to follow.

Boliden has a whistle-blower function which can be used to 
anonymously report suspected cases of economic crime in order 
to discover potential misconduct. 

 205–3    Confirmed incidents of corruption  
and actions taken

During 2017 an investigation was initiated based on allegations 
received through Boliden’s whistle-blower reporting channel the 
investigation was conducted with external assistance in addition 
to internal resource. There was no evidence of misconduct, never-
theless it was resolved to introduce additional enhanced routines 
for purchasing and procurement.

conducts extensive domestic and international operations and is 
occasionally involved in disputes and legal proceedings arising in 
the course of its activities. There are no initiated or ongoing legal 
actions with respect to anti-competitive behaviour or compliance. 
There are no fines or non-monetary actions, related to anti-com-
petitive behaviour, initiated or pending against Boliden. Both 
anti-corruption and compliance with competition laws and 
regulations is vital for Boliden. In line herewith, Boliden strives 
to incorporate requirements in its contractual agreements with its 
counterparties that require these counterparties to comply with 
applicable laws and regulations also within these relevant areas. 
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